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ABSTRACT

The absence of the necessary infrastructure forms a barrier to institutions providing ICT enabled information sharing. This study focuses on UUM academics satisfaction of UUM email service. The questionnaire was adopted from Doll & Torkzadah (1988) and Seddon & Kiew (1996). The data collection has been done through direct interview and email. The aim of this study is to access the degree of satisfaction email service among academics in UUM. Specifically, the objective of this study are develop a theoretical framework of UUM email service satisfaction among academics in UUM and evaluate the academics’ satisfaction towards the UUM email service. The results have been analyzed using SPSS. Overall, UUM email service satisfies UUM academician where the score is more than the average.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

With rich histories and vast cultural heritages, Malaysia have own scholarly communication traditions distinct from other countries. However, as part of the international community in the information era, Malaysia shares many common characteristics in scholarly communication with the rest of the world. Knowledge exchange is no longer undertaken within the limits of country boundaries. Rather, communication at the international level is facilitated by the advances in modern technologies. Similarly, Malaysia now face the same challenge: an increasing reliance on information and communication technology (ICT). Undeniably, the development of ICT has dramatically altered the landscape of scholarly communication in recent years. Now, not only print publications serve as vehicles to convey information, but electronic resources have also become increasingly popular in preserving and delivering research ideas and results. However, because ICT
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